The market for girl toys is expanding at the moment. In the early 1970s, as a result of the
feminist movement, the toy market was mostly gender neutral. There was not a huge
divide between "boy" and "girl" toys. Towards the end of the decade, however, marketers
realized that if they gender targeted toys, they could actually sell twice the amount of
toys. Families would buy the same ball twice because their son wanted one blue ball and
their daughter wanted her own pink ball.Unfortunately, as a result of this marketing
decision we saw a stratification of toys. "Boy" toys focused on developing skills like
spatial awareness and interest in science and engineering (Legos, k'nex, remote control
toys). "Girl" toys encouraged empathy, caregiving, and appearances (kitchens, baby
dolls, beauty products). Many experts argue that this difference results in the large
underrepresentation of females in fields like engineering, mathematics, and science, or
what are known as the traditional STEM fields. Toy companies' response to this
criticism was to take traditionally "boy" toys and color them pink and purple. These
colored toys did not appeal to girls.
Recently, new toys are hitting the market, however, to address this problem. Toys like
Goldie Blox and Roominate encourage girls to learn building skills like Legos does with
boy. They differ from previous toys in that they incorporate the traditional "girly"
methods of play, storytelling and social interaction, with a traditionally "girly" toy, dolls.
With this change, I suspect that we will see changes in the market of girl toys. But how
big of changes? What will these changes be? I examine these questions in my project.
The demand for new STEM toys is clear, but there are two other key factors driving the
market for girl toys. One is the willingness of toy companies to change their approaches
to design. The new toys hitting shelves are outliers, created by small companies run by
female engineers. For the new trend to really take off, big companies like Mattel and
Hasbro must join the movement and change their designs to invited girls into these
fields. The second driving force is the marketing approach. If toy companies begin to
drop their gender-driven advertisements, then girls will be more likely to buy toys
already on the market. Boys will also likely buy more "girl" toys and the future will look
more mixed.
There are four scenarios based on these forces: Girly Gals, Free Play, Girl Power, and
Cooties No More. In Girly Gals, the new designs fail and advertisers continues to target
based on gender. We see the continuation of segmented toys, with boys having easier
access to STEM toys. Girl toys will focus purely on fashion, art, and care taking. Free
Play is a future in which the new designs fail, but advertising changes. Based on the
success of movements in the UK and Scandinavian countries, which have already
banned or agreed to drop gender-based marketing from toy advertisements, the US does
the same. Toy 'R' Us in the UK has already agreed to phase out its gender marketing in
stores, so it would be easy for the US portion to follow suit. We do not see many more
toys like Goldie Blox. Girls now feel comfortable shopping for Legos because they are no
longer in "boy" aisles. Studies show that girls actually prefer gender-neutral toys to "girl"
toys when it comes to STEM fields, so in Free Play, girls begin to freely play with STEM
toys. In Girl Power, we see new designs take off, but marketing refuse to change. Girl
toys will begin to include features to help encourage interest in STEM fields. For

examples, more of their toys will move and be controlled by remotes, which fosters
spatial awareness. These motorized toys may even run on water, a design currently
being tested and which would allow children to have remote control cars that are
powered by H2O. They will be able to design their own toys, allowing girls to become
more comfortable with computer programs. Dolls will include codes that allow girls to
play as their doll online and with other girls and their dolls. Electronics will invade more
items like books to create a digital experience with almost everything. However, since
companies know they can make more money by having targeted advertisements, US
companies refuse to switch to gender-neutral marketing. Since "girl" and "boy" toys still
exist, dolls will continue to be huge. We will see, however, changes in the occupation of
the dolls. For example, both Barbie and Legos will feature females as doctors and
engineers. We will also see toys that reflect social changes in other aspects. In my
project, for example, I created a Lesbian Barbie, which in 12 years is a likely toy. This
scenario is the most likely because the US still expresses serious concern over boys
playing with "girl" toys. Girls are highly encouraged to play with "boy" toys like Legos,
but when boys begin to play with dolls and kitchen items, parents still ask if their is
something wrong with their son. The US is just not ready for gender-neutral marketing.
In the last scenario, both design and marketing changes. Engineering toys will include
social and storytelling aspects, and be marketed to both boys and girls.
As the most likely scenario, my example toys are from the Girl Power scenario.
For more on this topic, take a look articles and other reading on this topic, listed below.
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